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Abstract: Nowadays, the rising gap between the global energy supply and demand is a well-known
circumstance in society. Exploring the solution to invert this tendency leads to several different
scenarios of energy demand saving strategies that can be improved using phase change materials
(PCM), especially in cold-formed steel-framed buildings. The present research reports the overheating
(indoor air temperature above 26 ◦C expressed as an annualized percentage rate) reduction in
south-oriented compartments and energy performance of a detached house located in the Aveiro
region, in Portugal. An optimisation study was performed incorporating different phase change
materials (PCMs) solutions and their position in the exterior envelope focusing overheating rate
reduction and heating demand. The optimisations were managed by using a hybrid evolutionary
algorithm coupled with EnergyPlus® simulation software. The overheating risk was reduced by up
to 24% in the cooling season, for the case of the building compartments with south orientation. Thus,
the use of construction solutions using PCMs with different melting temperatures revealed to be a
good strategy to maximise PCM efficiency as a passive solution.

Keywords: phase change materials; low thermal inertia; dynamic simulation; overheating rate;
evolutionary algorithms

1. Introduction

Concerning statistical data at the world level [1] from the International Energy Agency (IEA)
source, the growth between the year 2000 to 2016 shows an alarming rise of around 40% in CO2

emissions (Figure 1). In the last 4 years, a slight reduction in CO2 in the buildings sector is still
playing a crucial role in the global values, knowing that buildings are responsible for 40% of the total
CO2 emissions.

Regarding the period from 2000 to the present, the total energy consumption in the European
Union (EU) buildings has not changed significantly. However, in Southern Europe, a growth in the
energy demand for cooling was observed [1–3]. Thus, the rise in the energy for cooling demand is
expected to be about 150% by 2050 (globally) and between 300 and 600% in developing countries [1].

Pursuing a reduction in the energy demand, while maintaining the thermal comfort of the
occupants, the continuous research to find new solution, materials and constructive solutions is
necessary in the buildings sector [4]. Focusing on the cooling demand and the overheating risk, the use
of phase change materials (PCMs) in constructive solutions has attracted the attention of the research
community due to their capacity for energy storage [5], which allows the delay of cooling peak load
reducing the maximum and minimum indoor air temperature.
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Figure 1. Global indicators evolution [1]. TPES—Total Primary Energy Supply.

Recent researches in this field, particularly aimed at cooling energy reduction focusing on the
different systems and strategies incorporating PCM is separated into: microencapsulated PCM inside
the material, such as concrete [6–8]; Trombe solar wall integrating microencapsulated PCM [9];
gypsum [10–13]; installed into constructive solutions as an independent layer [14,15]; wallboard and
gypsum board [16–18]; as a shading device [19]; and macro-encapsulated PCM [20–22]. Moreover,
in buildings, the use of PCM could be extended to other interior space envelopes [23], such as suspended
ceilings [14,24], floors [8,25], windows [19] and active equipment for cooling or heating [26,27].

Passive techniques have attracted several researchers to fully utilizing natural and hybrid
ventilation integrated with the use of PCM components and solutions for overheating reduction [28,29].
Regarding cooling performance, Yuekuan Zhou [29] used the night-time ventilation to decrease the
indoor air temperature at night and a layer of PCM in the exterior surface of the constructive solution
to decrease the peak of indoor temperature at midday. On the other hand, the widespread application
of advanced renewable systems with optimal design led to several developments combining PCM
solutions and active systems using machine learning, optimisation as well as artificial intelligence in
the design phase [30–33].

Recently, several authors have focused on the study of new strategies to incorporate PCM into
composite foams for applications as insulation layers in the buildings. Charles and Mohammed [34]
performed a critical review regarding the advances in the incorporation of PCM into the polyurethane
foams using different methods as well as the potential and economic benefits regarding these PCM
applications in buildings. They highlight that the use of PCM in foam composite is associated
to a double benefit of providing a thermal constraint to heat flow as well as a thermoregulation
effect [35]. Focusing on the trend regarding the use of PCM into polyurethane foams, Amaral and
other researchers [36–38] studied the evaluation of thermophysical properties (thermal conductivity) of
polyurethane foams with or without microencapsulated PCM in different percentages. In these studies,
three different approaches were analysed: the thermal flux meter approach, the guarded hot plate and
the transient plane source. Regarding results, they highlight that the use of the microencapsulated
PCM in the rigid polyurethane foams leads to an enhanced behaviour of the thermal properties.

Regarding the economic analysis, focusing the PCM application on buildings has been widely
discussed by several authors. According to Chan [39], the global application of PCM as a passive
constructive solution for buildings has a significant potential of energy-saving; however, this requires
high investment cost in PCM materials. Sun et al. [40] performed an economic and energy analysis
using the Life Cycle Cost (LCC) based on the payback period for PCM wallboards related to the cooling
season. From their findings, for an expected reduction in electric rates, PCM application achieves a
minimum payback of 9 years in moderate climates regarding the natural cold energy use. On the other
hand, Solgi et al. [41] investigated the use of PCM materials for both heating and cooling reduction
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by optimal melting points, showing that their incorporation has a great impact on energy-savings.
However, PCM materials are not cost effective, leading to huge paybacks periods over 42 years.
The present paper presents several optimised strategies for constructive solutions containing PCM in
cold-formed steel-framed buildings. Reduction in the overheating rate (total number of hours when
indoor temperature is above 26 ◦C, given as a percentage in one year) was improved either by changing
the position of the PCM and by adding a solution containing PCM with different melting points.
This paper focuses on the development of an integrated multiscale modelling approach interfacing
two linked domains: a combination of different temperature melting values of PCM into the same
constructive solution; different possibilities of the PCM position into the same construction solutions.
The findings are considered a novel contribution in respect to the multiscale optimised design approach
to the definition of solutions containing the incorporation of PCM for overheating rate reduction.

2. Methodology

This work focuses on the building construction envelope solutions incorporating PCM (walls
and ceiling) optimisation, to minimise the overheating risk and total heating demand. Thus, a whole
building dynamic simulation of a cold-formed steel-framed (low thermal inertia) detached building
was performed, with EnergyPlus® 8.7.0 software. EnergyPlus® is highly accredited as a software with
the capability to simulate PCMs. Nevertheless, several different approaches to simulate the melting
and solidification process have been widespread and can be consulted in [42].

The overheating rate was studied for constant passive parameters applied continuously
(considering day or night time) regardless of specific occupation schedules.

The implemented methodology to assess the impact of the PCM incorporation into the building
fabric (see Figure 2) is divided into four main steps:

Step 1—Dynamic Thermal Simulation: Reference model

This step starts with the characterization of the building thermal performance considering the
constructive solutions applied in the construction (without solutions containing PCM or additional
features).

Step 2—Optimisation of PCM (melting temperature value)

This step targets the simulation and optimisation of different peak temperature melting values
of the PCM. Combining PCM with different melting temperature values as a discrete parameter
was simulated to attain the best scenarios that lead to the lowest annual energy demand and lowest
overheating risk rate. For this step, the mechanical ventilation system and night ventilation (free cooling
through opening windows) were optimised as well.

Solutions containing PCM were applied and combined in the surfaces with south orientation on
the first floor and ceiling to avoid the indoor air temperature stratification effect along the south- and
north-orientated surfaces. Results are compared with the reference model (Step 1).

Step 3—Optimisation of the PCM position into constructive solutions (3 approaches)

The procedure defined in Step 3 defines the optimisation premise, including the features of the
PCM and the layer position into the building envelope solutions.

The uncertainty of the PCM position into a building construction solution to promote the
charging–discharging cycles is an issue. In this step, three situations of the construction solutions
incorporating PCM are modelled varying the position of the PCM layer as follows (see Section 5.3):

- (1) Positioned as the most inner surface layer of the construction solution;
- (2) Positioned behind the double gypsum board (interior to the exterior);
- (3) Positioned in the middle of the solution, behind the acoustic layer.
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Step 4—Using a multiscale modelling approach interfacing the combination of different temperature
melting values of PCM and PCM position into the constructive solution

The influence of incorporation two PCMs solutions into the walls and ceiling, with different
melting temperature values, was evaluated.

The best combination of PCM with different melting temperature values was evaluated and
optimised for the south-orientated thermal zones. The three possibilities of the PCM position into the
construction solutions (defined in Step 3) were simulated in the present step.

Finally, a list of recommendations is provided to aid designers when choosing PCM and placing this
unique layer into building solutions, as well as to demystify several issues in the research community.

Figure 2 presents the framework/outline of the proposed simulation.
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Figure 2. Methodology framework/outline.

3. Building Characterization

The building under study is in Aveiro region, at about 5 km from the city centre and 10 km from
the Atlantic Ocean, in the northern region of mainland Portugal. The building geometry is composed
of a rectangular shape in the plan and consists of a two-story building, constructed using prefabricated
cold-formed steel-framed elements (see Figure 3).

The envelope of the building (see Table 1) is composed of a massive ground floor concrete
slab, with 10 cm of thermal insulation positioned underneath. This solution is the support of the
cold-formed steel structure and has an Uvalue of 0.32 W m−2 K−1. The exterior walls consist of a thermal
insulation layer with 12 cm thickness, assembled with a primary steel structure. Additionally, a second
insulation layer (due to acoustic requirements) of 5 cm was positioned after the gypsum plasterboard.
This solution has an Uvalue of 0.21 W m−2 K−1. Finally, the flat roof is composed of 15 cm of thermal
insulation fixed to a zinc sheeting supported over the main steel structure, and 5 cm of acoustic and
thermal insulation over the plasterboard, representing an Uvalue of 0.18 W m−2 K−1. The envelope
constructive solutions were analytically calculated following the standard [43] and analysed taking
into account the linear thermal bridges following EN ISO 10211 [44].
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Table 1. Case study: general characterization.

Parameters

Reference Model
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UGound slab/W m−2 K−1 0.315 (XPS = 10 cm)

UWall/W m−2 K−1 0.211 (EPS = 12 cm)

URoof/W m−2 K−1 0.181 (EPS = 15 cm)

UWindow/W m−2 K−1 1.720 (northeast); 1.690 (southwest)

Windows Solar heat gain coefficient 0.570 for all windows

Ventilation system/h−1 MVHR = 0.6

Night ventilation No

Lighting type LED

n50/h−1 0.9

Regarding windows solutions, a Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) of 0.57 and Uw,installed of
1.72 W m−2 K−1 for the glazing areas to the northeast and Uw,installed of 1.69 W m−2 K−1 to the southwest
was used. The entrance door has an Uw,installed of 1.90 W m−2 K−1. The presented values were obtained
considering the interface between the glass edge and the frame following the standard ISO 10077 [45],
as well as the thermal bridge due to the installation process in agreement with EN ISO 10211 [44].

The building has a treated floor area of 141.6 m2 and the global percentage of glazing is 16.4% in
respect to opaque façade area, distributed by a relative percentage of 32.3% with northeast orientation
and 58.7% with southwest orientation.

The main properties of the building are detailed in [46] with a schematic view.

4. Dynamic Thermal Simulation Model Definition and Calibration

The building model was drawn using the SketchUp® (Trimble Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) software
with a graphical interface (OpenStudio plugin—a registered trademark of the Alliance for Sustainable
Energy, U.S.), reproducing the geometry of the model and the thermal zoning division.

The annual thermal behaviour of the building was simulated using EnergyPlus® (managed by the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, U.S.) software considering the conduction transfer function
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model with a time step considering 6 divisions in one hour. A multi-zone model was defined using
eight thermal zones, according to the internal spaces of the building (see thermal zones division in
Figure 3).

Regarding the monitoring, thermo-hygrometer sensors were installed in 6 interior zones,
to measure the air temperature and relative humidity during the period from 22 October to 21 December
with a data acquisition frequency equal to 10 min−1. Exterior dry bulb temperature, relative humidity,
solar irradiation and wind speed and direction were also monitored for calibration purposes.
Considering that air infiltration has a significant influence on indoor thermal behaviour, a blower door
test was also performed. An infiltration of 0.9 h−1 with a pressure difference of 50 Pa was observed,
indicating a very airtight building envelope.

Figure 4 depicts the coefficient of determination (r2) for the simulated and real temperatures
results. The point cloud obtained reveals a good agreement of temperatures with deviations of ±1 ◦C.
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All data from monitoring were used to calibrate the dynamic model. Thus, the calibration was
performed by using the index of coefficient-of-variation of the root mean square error (CV RMSE)
between the real building and the numerical model.

A CV RMSE of 3.28 was attained, meaning a good agreement between measured and simulated
data, according to ASHRAE, IPMVP and FEMP standards [47–49].

Additional features, including real schedules, ventilation system characterization with heat
recovery as well as monitoring plots are fully detailed in Oliveira et al. [46].

5. Attained Results and Discussion

5.1. Whole Building Thermal Characterization: Reference Model (Step 1)

The reference building was modelled using an ideal air system for heating, activated at 20 ◦C
using an ACR (air change rate) of 0.6 h−1. The thermal performance of the building was assessed
in terms of calculating the accumulated overheating hours over the whole year (when the indoor
temperature rises above 26 ◦C). In the case of cooling, a constant airflow from the outdoor air at a rate
of 0.6 h−1 was considered. This ventilation system has no capacity for air-conditioning.

The attained results were 14.32 kWh m−2 a−1 for the total heating demand and 24.39% of
overheating rate considering the limit of 26 ◦C on an annual basis.

Focusing on the overheating issue, TZ7 and TZ8 (thermal zones at the elevated floor with south
orientation presented in Figure 3) were chosen due to the fairly high indoor temperatures registered
during the summer season. Thus, for these two thermal zones, the annual results for the total heating
demand and overheating rate were attained—6.36 kWh m−2 a−1 and 35.20%, respectively. As expected,
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the heating demand decreased, and the overheating rate increased due to the higher heat gains through
the southwest-oriented glazing.

5.2. Thermal Behaviour Improvements Using PCM: Melting Temperature Value Optimisation (Step 2)

The strategy of this step starts with the use of PCM incorporated into the walls and ceiling in
thermal zones TZ7 and TZ8. PCM was considered to be applied behind the double plasterboard
for both constructive solutions (walls and ceiling). Then, an evolutionary algorithm to operate the
EnergyPlus software in the model definition was used for performance assessment of the different
solutions incorporating PCM. This evolutionary algorithm is based on the CMA-ES (covariance
matrix adaptation evolution strategies) and HDE (hybrid differential evolution) that operates in series,
repeating a sequence of generations for each algorithm until the objective function is achieved [50,51].

The goal of this step is the PCM melting temperature value optimisation, combined with the
ventilation parameters, using continuous and discrete variables in the optimisation process (see Table 2).

Table 2. Input parameters.

List of Continuous Variables

Parameter id. Description Limits and Constraints

a0–a7 Ventilation system by thermal zone (h−1) [0.3; 1.0]

List of Discrete Variables

a8 PCM type
BioPCM®

M27/Q21_0.011 M27/Q23_0.011
M27/Q27_0.011 M27/Q25_0.011
M51/Q21_0.021 M51/Q23_0.021
M51/Q25_0.021 M51/Q27_0.021
M91/Q21_0.037 M91/Q23_0.037
M91/Q25_0.037 M91/Q27_0.037

a9 Windows opening (TZ7 and TZ8)
Minimum indoor temperature (◦C) 23; 24; 25; 26; 27

a10
Windows opening

(TZ7 and TZ8)
Maximum outdoor temperature (◦C)

25; 26; 27; 28

The nomenclature used for the discrete variables, named by BioPCM® ‘Ma/Qb_c’, are:

Ma —Manufacturer’s internal code for product identification, related to the thermal storage capacity
of the material;

Qb —Manufacturer’s internal code for phase change temperature of the product, where b is the
phase change temperature value in ◦C;

C —Thickness of the manufacturer’s product, in m.

Natural ventilation through window opening was computed by the EnergyPlus algorithm
depending on the infiltration level, openings aperture and wind intensity and direction.

The optimisation process was run using heating demand and overheating rate as the objective
functions to be minimised. Overheating was estimated considering an upper limit of 26 ◦C and using
the Energy Management System (EMS) feature in EnergyPlus to program new outputs. With this
optimisation, higher reductions in the overheating rate and a significant reduction in annual heating
demand were achieved, when compared to the reference solution. The results observed in Figure 5
contain the Pareto front [52,53], composed of points that are not strictly dominated by any other
(black triangles), which represent a set of optimal solutions. The improvement attained concerning the
overheating rate and heating demand reductions is remarkable compared with the reference model.
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Figure 5. Pareto front using all simulated results: Steps 1 and 2.

From the set of optimal solutions, three scenarios were chosen according to the following premises:
1—the minimum value of the heating demand; 2—the minimum value of the overheating rate;
3—balanced/trade-off solution between both objective functions (heating demand and overheating rate).

For scenario 2, a melting temperature value below the upper limit of thermal comfort (26 ◦C),
combined with the higher ventilation rate, was chosen.

Concerning the heating demand, a reduction was attained with the PCM optimised to a melting
temperature value of 23 ◦C along with a lower ventilation rate.

Regarding the window opening and operation, the definition of a temperature trigger that can
automatically lead to window opening was considered as a good solution to counteract overheating
(Table 3). In the presented case, the window was opened when the indoor temperature rose above
23 ◦C in the best scenario to reduce overheating (id8986).

Table 3. Parameters results for Step 2.

#id Ventilation Rate 1 (h−1) BioPCM Type
Indoor 2 (◦C) Outdoor 3 (◦C)

Controller for Window Opening

7069 0.91 BioPCM® M91/Q23_0.037 25 28
3250 0.71 BioPCM® M91/Q21_0.037 27 27
8986 0.92 BioPCM® M51/Q25_0.021 23 27

Notes: 1 average of all thermal zones; 2 indoor temperature below which windows are closed; 3 outdoor temperature
above which windows are closed.

In addition to the above conclusions, the obtained results reveal better behaviour when the phase
change temperature of the PCM is close to the room indoor comfort temperature.

5.3. Thermal Behaviour Improvement: PCM Position Optimisation in the Construction Solution (Step 3)

At this step, the goal is the cumulative improvement of the results attained in Step 2. Thus, the
strategy was the optimisation of the PCM position into construction solutions.

Kosny [54] proposes a distribution of the PCM into the constructive solutions to take advantage
of the full capacity of the charge–discharge cycles of PCM during a daily amplitude temperature
(Figure 6).
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(b) (c) (d) 
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Figure 7. Constructive solutions details including PCM and positioning into the construction solutions:
(a) cross-sections identification; (b,e) position 1: inner surface layer; (c,f) position 2: behind the double
gypsum plasterboard; (d,g) position 3: behind the acoustic layer.

To assess the impact and the optimised PCM position, a new set of parameters and strings were
added to Table 2 (see Table 4).

Table 4. New set of parameters and strings.

Continuous Variables

Parameter id. Designation Box Constraints

a11–a14 1 Construction solutions [0; 3]

Discrete Variables

a11 Exterior walls PCM position 1, 2 and 3

a12 and a13 Interior walls PCM added

a14 Roof PCM position 1, 2 and 3

Notes: 1 Continuing previous counting (Table 2).

The objective functions listed in Step 2 were maintained.
Figure 8 shows that the PCM position has a significant impact on overheating reduction of about

2%. Regarding the heating demand, similar results were attained with a small difference of about 1%.
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Figure 8. Pareto fronts and all simulated results: Step 3.

Solely targeting the reduction in the overheating rate, the best solution was attained with BioPCM®

M27/Q27_0.011 in position 2 for the walls and BioPCM® M27/Q27_0.011 in position 1 (see Figure 6)
for the roof. Thus, the PCM positioning into the construction solution, walls and ceiling is not a
straightforward decision. Regarding the scenario with the PCM layer positioned after the acoustic
insulation layer (id2), the zone considered to have low heat transfer (Figure 5) was never chosen by the
optimiser. Therefore, a detailed analysis was performed changing the PCM only in position 1 and 2,
and it was possible to conclude that small differences were attained for the overheating rate reduction
(less than 1%). Thus, the use of the PCM layer as the most inner layer is recommended. Additionally,
the increase in the wall surface heat coefficient, due to the increase in the air velocity, promotes the
PCM charge and discharge process.

5.4. Thermal Behaviour Improvement: PCM Solution Combination (Step 4)

Focusing on the overheating risk and the fact that the use of one type of PCM in some situations
during a daily cycle cannot be totally discharged, an additional analysis was carried out, combining
two PCMs with different melting temperature values.

To achieve the optimised PCM combination with two different melting temperature values,
the parameter related to the partial amount (in thickness) of the PCM employed was conditioned in
the optimiser code. Thus, the different thickness of the PCM of each type was defined in the code as
input according to the Equation (1):

x1 = −
x2

2
+

xtotal
2

(1)

where:

x1/m = thickness of the chosen PCM (M91 or M51 or M27);
x2/m = thickness of the chosen PCM (M91 or M51 or M27);
xtotal/m = total thickness of the PCM solution (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Combination scheme of the PCMs.

The parameter x2 assumes the range of values: ]0.001 m; 0.037 m] for PCM type M91; ]0.001 m;
0.021 m] for PCM type M51; and ]0.001 m; 0.011 m] for PCM type M27 for PCM type M27. Thus, the final
constructive solution combines layers of the different PCMs as shown in Figure 9.

Using this formulation, the total thickness of incorporated PCM is always the same for all
simulation steps.

The obtained results reveal a better behaviour in terms of heating demand and overheating rate
(reducing both) in the case of the use of PCM solutions with different melting temperatures. Thus,
a reduction of 3% of the overheating rate was attained compared with the results from Step 3 (Figure 10).
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This solution (id12) combines 51% of BioPCM type M91 with a melting temperature of 23 ◦C and
49% of BioPCM type M91 with a melting temperature of 27 ◦C.

Regarding the PCM position, in the case of the walls, the best position for the PCM layer is
position 2 and for the roof, position 1.
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Thus, designers should specify a blend of PCM with melting points closest to the upper limit of
the desirable range of temperature, as well as the positioning of the PCM in the inner surface of the
habited space.

Despite the small reduction attained using the solution with a combination of different PCMs,
the strategy to combine PCM with different melting temperature values can potentiate a more effective
impact of the use of PCM to compensate situations where the discharging process is not complete, as is
the case on hotter days.

6. Final Comments

The goal of this study was the overheating issue mitigation in buildings, which typically occurs in
those with low thermal inertia, focusing on the constructive solutions optimisations incorporating
PCM. Thus, different PCM solutions were modelled, and a step-by-step parametric study was carried
out to optimise the PCM melting temperature, positioning and potential combination of different
PCMs into walls and ceilings with south orientation. In addition to the parametric analysis, a novel
integrated multiscale modelling approach was developed to quantify the combined effect of the use of
different melting points with different positioning of the PCM into construction solutions.

Regarding the use of PCM into lightweight construction solutions, five mains aspects
are highlighted:

- The completely charge–discharge cycles of the PCM is only possible considering an effective
compromise with the PCM melting temperature and ventilation rate selection;

- The selection of the melting temperature of the PCM is crucial to fully take advantage of the PCM
latent heat capacity (charge–discharge on a daily cycle);

- The PCM position into construction solutions is of paramount importance, since charging and
discharging is more effective when PCM is positioned as the most superficial inner layer;

- Combining constructive solutions incorporating PCM with different melting temperatures is
an effective strategy to reduce overheating risk when compared with constructive solutions
containing solely one type of PCM;

- The results reveal that the methodology should be incentivized to be used by the designers,
combining different amounts of PCM with different melting point temperature values into the
constructive solutions using the PCM as the innermost surface of the envelope walls.

In sum, fairly good results in terms of heating energy demand and overheating rate reductions
prove that the use of PCM solutions in such construction typologies is suitable to compensate for the lack
of thermal inertia of cold-formed steel-framed buildings. On the other hand, for further developments,
a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and Life Cycle Cost (LCC) analysis is strongly recommended to identify
the economic feasibility of the PCM approach.
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